


Anna Mason’s Watercolour World
Create Vibrant, Realistic Paintings Inspired by Nature

• New title from popular watercolor artist, Anna Mason; her 
previous book, The Modern Flower Painter (9781844488636), 
has sold over 12,200 copies

• Packed with inspiring artwork, 4 easy-to-follow step-by-steps 
with traceable outlines, practical painting advice and insights 
into Anna’s way of working

• Covers inspiration from across the natural world

ISBN: 9781782213475 (HC)

$26.95 / $32.95 CAN

8 ½ x 11 in, 144 pages

On Sale Date: 06/05/2018

First Print: 10,000

Publicity Plans

• Press release and book reviews for major art technique magazines

• CAA News feature/review

• Goodreads feature title

Marketing Plans

• Cross marketing with author’s website and social media presence

• Email marketing to all art and craft stores

• Featured title for key art independent stores

• Email marketing to schools and libraries





Jean Haines
Atmospheric Flowers in Watercolour
Painting with Energy and Life

• An insight into a hugely popular author's working methods

• High profile, travels and leads courses/workshops around US and Canada, 
7 courses in 2018, over 100K of previous titles sold, has recorded DVDs 
with F&W along these subjects. 

• Imaginative, unique take on a favorite subject in a popular medium

• Practical, step-by-step techniques

• Unique and highly desirable technique and style, she is a selling machine!

ISBN: 9781782215455 (HC)

$29.95 / $36.95 CAN

8 ½ x 11 in, 176 pages

On Sale Date: 07/03/2018

First Print: 10,000

Publicity Plans

• Press release and book reviews for major art technique magazines

• CAA News feature/review

• Goodreads feature title

Marketing Plans

• Cross marketing with author’s social media presence

• Email marketing to all art and craft stores

• Featured title for key art independent stores

• Email marketing to schools and libraries





Matthew Palmer’s Step-By-Step Guide to 
Watercolour Painting
Create Vibrant, Realistic Paintings Inspired by Nature

• Features masterclasses on painting trees, water and skies, plus six 
full-length step-by-step projects

• Includes six full-size gatefold tracings for use with the final projects

• Endorsed by the SAA (Society for All Artists), and featuring a link to 
a live demonstration by the author on the SAA's website

• Author's previous title Watercolour for the Absolute Beginner 
(9781844488254) has now sold over 35K

ISBN: 9781782215103 (TR)

$19.95 / $23.95 CAN

8 ½ x 11 in, 144 pages plus 6 
full-size gatefold tracings

On Sale Date: 06/05/2018

First Print: 10,000

Publicity Plans

• Press release and book reviews for major art technique magazines

• CAA News feature/review

• Goodreads feature title

Marketing Plans

• Email marketing to all art and craft stores

• Featured title for key art independent stores





What’s the difference? Both are suitable for beginners including those that have 
never picked up a paint brush e.g. from coloring, however:

Watercolour for the Absolute Beginner is the more simple 
and approachable of the two. The steps are broken down 
further and both projects and variations are supported by 
outlines, removing the need to draw. It’s a demo-based 
book; the intention being to get a first-time artist producing 
paintings of which they’re proud, and that they can hang up.

9781844488254 / $19.95 / 2014

9781782215103 / $19.95 / 2018 Matthew Palmer’s Step-by-step Guide to Watercolour is a 
complete course in painting. Still catering to beginners, it 
covers composition and colour theory in more depth, and 
there’s more variety in terms of the subjects covered. The 
idea is not just to get people copying paintings, but to teach 
them how to do their own paintings.

Essentially:
 Matthew Palmer’s Step-by-step Guide to Watercolour teaches you how to 

compose and paint your own landscape. – ‘Teaches you to fish’
 Watercolour for the Absolute Beginner teaches you in-depth how to paint a 

provided landscape. – ‘Gives you a fish’



Drawing Birds

• Includes sections on materials, basic techniques, composition 

and reference gathering, as well as how to draw the key 

features of birds such as beaks, eyes, claws and feathers

• Special section focusing on birds in flight

• Features the main bird families of Water birds and waders, 

Wildfowl, Birds of prey, Garden and woodland birds and Sea 

birds, and includes a full step-by-step demo for each one

ISBN: 9781782214922 (TR)

$19.95 / $23.95 CAN

8 ½ x 11 in, 96 pages

On Sale Date: 07/03/2018

First Print: 7,500

Publicity Plans

• Press release and book reviews for major art technique magazines

• CAA News feature/review

• Goodreads feature title

Marketing Plans

• Email marketing to all art and craft stores

• Featured title for key art independent stores

• Book reviews in Library Journal and Booklist

• Email marketing to schools and libraries





Drawing Human Anatomy

• Highly practical guide to anatomy that breaks down our complex bodies 

into discrete sections

• Essential parts of the human anatomy are explored, from skin right 

down to the skeleton, and each accompanied by a clear diagram and 

beautiful drawing by Civardi

• Over 600,000 copies of Govanni Civardi's Search Press titles sold to date

• Leader in the field figurative drawing. Strong academic potential

ISBN: 9781782216056 (TR)

$14.95/ $17.95 CAN

8 ¼  x 11 ½ in, 80 pages

On Sale Date: 08/07/2018

First Print: 7,500

Publicity Plans

• Press release and book reviews for major art technique magazines

• CAA News feature/review

• Goodreads feature title

Marketing Plans

• Email marketing to all art and craft stores

• Featured title for key art independent stores

• Book reviews in Library Journal and Booklist

• Email marketing to schools and libraries





Kew – The Watercolour Flower Painter's A to Z
An illustrated directory of techniques for painting 50 

popular flowers

• A brand new edition of the bestselling book by renowned watercolor 

artist, Adelene Fletcher

• Unique guide on how to paint 50 of the most popular species of 

flower in watercolor

• Includes photographs, details and instructions on capturing the 

essence of each flower, together with comprehensive information on 

techniques and color mixes to use

• Glorious full-color photographs of the finished flower

ISBN: 9781782216483 (TR)

$19.95 / $23.95 CAN

8 ½ x 11 in, 128 pages

On Sale Date: 06/05/2018

First Print: 7,500

Publicity Plans

• Press release and book reviews for major art technique magazines

• CAA News feature/review

• Goodreads feature title

Marketing Plans

• Email marketing to all art and craft stores

• Featured title for key art independent stores





Half Yard TM Bags & Purses
Sew 12 beautiful bags and 12 matching purses

• New title from bestselling author Debbie Shore; Debbie was 
voted Sewing Designer of the Year in the Immediate Media 
British Craft Awards, 2017, and her previous book sales now 
total over 345,000

• Sew 12 beautiful bags and 12 matching purses, each using less 
than half a yard of fabric

• 8 QR codes link to videos to provide additional support and 
advice from Debbie

ISBN: 9781782214601 (TR)

$19.95 / $23.95 CAN

8 x 10 ¼ in, 128pp

On Sale Date: 07/03/2018

First Print: 10,000

Publicity Plans

• Press reviews and features in sewing magazines

• Feature projects in sewing blogs with over 50K community 
members

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and sites

Marketing Plans

• Email campaigns for libraries, schools and craft stores

• Goodreads feature title.



http://www.searchpressusa.com/_uploads/_catalogs/20171001Debbie.pdf


The Joy of Jelly Rolls 
A Complete Guide To Quilting And Sewing Using Jelly 

Rolls

• Contains 44 gorgeous gift projects and 24 stunning quilt projects 
to sew using Jelly Rolls

• Clear step by step instructions for all techniques, and all the 
templates needed are provided

• A redesigned compilation of 3 of Carolyn's bestselling titles selling 
a combined 65,000 copies

• Regular guest tutor at Quilt Markets across the country

ISBN: 9781782214700 (TR)

$19.95 / $23.95 CAN

8 ½  x 11 in, 240 pages

On Sale Date: 08/07/2018

First Print: 7,500

Publicity Plans

• Press reviews and features in quilting and sewing magazines - American 
Quilt Retailer and others

• Feature projects in sewing blogs with over 50K community members

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and sites

Marketing Plans

• Email campaigns for libraries, schools and craft stores

• Goodreads feature title





Simply Modern Patchwork Quilts 
10 stunning step-by-step projects

• 10 contemporary quilt designs 

• Geometric patchwork patterns accompanied by step-by-step instructions 
and clear and easy piecing diagrams, making it quick and simple to 
construct the quilts

• Details on starting your quilting designs included, from basic equipment 
and fabric choices through to techniques on cutting and wadding/batting

• Goddard's previous book Simply Modern Patchwork Bags (9781782213192) 
has been popular, gaining 5-star reviews on Amazon from over 40 
reviewers. Comments on the book include: "[The book] arrived yesterday 
morning, and [I] made a bag by the end of day. [V]ery clear instructions to 
make any one of the projects..."

ISBN: 9781782215981 (TR)

$14.95/ $17.95 CAN

8 x 10 ¼  in, 96 pages

On Sale Date: 07/03/2018

First Print: 7,500

Publicity Plans

• Press reviews and features in sewing magazines

• Feature projects in sewing blogs with over 50K community members

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and sites

Marketing Plans

• Email campaigns for libraries, schools and craft stores

• Goodreads feature title





Sew Cute Creatures
12 Fun Toys to Stitch and Love

• 12 cute amigurumi-style toys to sew

• All the projects are clearly illustrated with complete step-
by-step instructions and full-size patterns included

• All the toys can be sewn by machine or by hand

• Author has strong social media following. This is her 
second book.

ISBN: 9781782215790 (TR)

$15.95 / $19.95 CAN

8 ½ x 11 in, 96 pages

On Sale Date: 06/05/2018

First Print: 10,000

Publicity Plans

• Press reviews and features in sewing magazines

• Feature projects in sewing blogs with 10-50K community members

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and sites

• Marketing Plans

• Email campaigns for libraries, schools and craft stores

• Goodreads feature title





Sewing Lampshades
How to create your own tailored and pleated designs

• Sew 18 beautiful tailored, pleated and loose lampshades to suit 
your home décor

• Easy-to-follow step-by-step instruction for each project, with every 
technique clearly explained

• Contains advice on choosing a frame shape, calculating seams, 
adding trims and choosing a stand, so that you can create exactly 
the shade you want

• Strong magazine area, growing craft area for weekend courses, 
author has strong presence worldwide.

ISBN: 9781782214496 (TR)

$19.95 / $23.95 CAN

8 ½  x 11 in, 160 pages

On Sale Date: 08/07/2018

First Print: 7,500

Publicity Plans

• Press reviews and features in sewing magazines

• Feature projects in sewing blogs with 10-50K community members

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and sites

Marketing Plans

• Email campaigns for libraries, schools and craft stores

• Goodreads feature title





Cuddly Animals to Crochet
28 Cute Toys to Make

• Contains 28 patterns for wonderfully cute animal creations 
to crochet

• Uses beautifully soft merino and organic cotton yarns, 
perfect for children's toys

• Includes a wide range of gorgeous animals from a rabbit to 
a raccoon and a lion to a kangaroo

ISBN: 9781782215776 (TR)

$19.95 / $23.95 CAN

8 ¾ x 8 ¾ in,  144 pages

On Sale Date: 07/03/2018

First Print: 10,000

Publicity Plans

• Press reviews and features in key magazines

• Feature projects in blogs with 10-50K community members

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and sites

• Marketing Plans

• Email campaigns for libraries, schools and craft stores

• Goodreads feature title





The RSN Book of Embroidery
A Guide To Essential Stitches, Techniques And Projects

• A prestigious, thorough reference guide to essential embroidery 
stitches, endorsed by the Royal School of Needlework

• A reworked and redesigned compilation of the 8 RSN Essential 
Stitch Guides: sales total 92,000 for this series

• Contains sections on Bead Embroidery, Stumpwork, Canvaswork, 
Goldwork, Whitework, Blackwork, Silk Shading and Crewelwork, 
plus a brand new section on mounting your finished work

ISBN: 9781782216063 (HC)

$35.00 / $42.00 CAN

8 ½  x 11 in, 400 pages

On Sale Date: 07/03/2018

First Print: 10,000

Publicity Plans

• Press reviews and features in embroidery and needlecraft magazines

• Featured projects in embroidery blogs Review and feature on Mary 
Corbet's www.Needlenthread.com

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and sites 

• Marketing Plans

• Press reviews and features in embroidery and needlecraft magazines

• Featured projects in embroidery blogs 

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and sites

http://www.needlenthread.com/




Crewel Creatures
Fresh Ideas for Jacobean Embroidery

• Third title from internationally renowned crewelwork and embroiderer 
Hazel Blomkamp

• Beautiful, exotic creatures found in the African wild are the inspiration for 
this latest addition - a subject rarely covered by embroiderers

• Follows the Jacobean embroidery style found in her earlier books but with 
some twists - a nod to the fractal designs found in Zentangle art and the 
three-dimensional embellishments

• Lay-flat flexi binding

ISBN: 9781782215257 (TR FLEXI)

$24.95 / $29.95 CAN

7 ½  x 10 ¼ in, 160 pages

On Sale Date: 06/05/2018

First Print: 7,500

Publicity Plans

• Press reviews and features in embroidery and needlecraft magazines

• Featured projects in embroidery blogs Review and feature on Mary Corbet's
www.Needlenthread.com

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and site

Marketing Plans

• Email marketing to libraries and key accounts

• Advertising in key craft magazines

• Book reviews in Library Journal, Booklist and key sewing and embroidery 
magazines

http://www.needlenthread.com/




Very British Toddler Knits

• From the Susan Campbell Designs Studio, which has designed and 

produced special one-off pieces for a variety of high-profile clients, and is 

located next to the Royal Sandringham Estate, home of HRM Queen 

Elizabeth, and Anmer Hall, the country home of the Duke and Duchess of 

Cambridge

• Unashamedly classic British designs that have a timeless elegance

• Easy-to-follow instructions make these perfect little knits for beginners to 

make as gorgeous gifts for their own little prince or princess!

ISBN: 9781782215523 (TR)

$19.95/ $23.95 CAN

8 x 10 ¼ in, 128 pages

On Sale Date: 06/05/2018

First Print: 5,000

Publicity Plans

• Press reviews and features in knitting magazines

• Feature projects in knitting blogs with over 10-50K community members

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and site

Marketing Plans

• Email campaigns for libraries, schools and craft stores

• Goodreads feature title





200 Stitch Patterns for Baby Blankets
Knitted And Crocheted Designs, Blocks And Trims For 
Crib Covers, Shawls And Afghans

• Comprehensive stitch directory containing 200 patterns and block 
designs, as well as a selection of trims, each featuring a detailed 
photograph, clear instructions and suggested color variations

• Designs are rated according to skill required, and all stitches and 
techniques are clearly explained, making this book perfect for 
absolute beginners and experienced knitters and crocheters alike

• The perfect collection for knitters who want to try crochet and 
crocheters who want to try knitting

ISBN: 9781782216346 (TR)

$15.95 / $19.95 CAN

8 ¾ x 8 ¾ in,  128 pages

On Sale Date: 06/05/2018

First Print: 7,500

Publicity Plans

• Press reviews and features in knitting and crochet magazines

• Feature projects in knitting and crochet blogs with 10-50K community 
members

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and sites

• Marketing Plans

• Email campaigns for libraries, schools and craft stores

• Goodreads feature title





200 Ripple Stitch Patterns
Exciting Patterns To Knit And Crochet For Afghans, 
Blankets And Throws

• Comprehensive stitch directory with 200 patterns, each featuring a 
detailed photos, clear instructions and suggested color variations

• Includes guidance on planning projects; choosing yarn; making 
swatches; combining swatches and color; finishing with borders and 
edges; and a refresher course on knitting and crochet basics

• 5 stunning projects, from pillow covers through to afghans, for you 
explore your new skills

• The perfect collection for knitters who want to try crochet and 
crocheters who want to give knitting a go

ISBN: 9781782216353 (TR)

$15.95 / $19.95 CAN

8 ¾ x 8 ¾ in,  128 pages

On Sale Date: 06/05/2018

First Print: 7,500

Publicity Plans

• Press reviews and features in knitting and crochet magazines

• Feature projects in knitting and crochet blogs with 10-50K community 
members

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and sites

• Marketing Plans

• Email campaigns for libraries, schools and craft stores

• Goodreads feature title





How to Draw Animals in Simple Steps:

Farm Animals / Woodland Animals 

• Perfect for absolute beginners or any artist wanting to 
brush up their drawing skills

• Extremely simple step-by-step drawing method taking 
you from simple shapes to realistic drawings in a few 
easy stages 

• Series has sold over 700K to date

Publicity Plans

• Press release and book reviews for major art technique 
magazines

• CAA News feature

• Goodreads feature title

Marketing Plans

• Email marketing to all art and craft stores

• Featured title for key art independent stores

• Book reviews in Library Journal and Booklist

• Email marketing to schools and libraries

ISBN: 9781782216247 (Farm Animals) / 

9781782216254 (Woodland Animals) (TR)

$9.95 / $11.95 CAN, 8 ½ x 11 ½ in , 32pp

On Sale Date:  07/03/2018 (both) 

First Print: 7,500 each



Sample pages from How to 
Draw Animals 

9781844486649. Over 150k 
sold to date



The Kew Book of Sugar Flowers
How To Make Beautiful Floral Creations 
Using Sugarpaste

• Endorsement from (Royal Botanic) Kew Gardens gives this 
stunning book gravitas and prestige

• Over 25 flowers and 10 leaves are featured, plus pine cones 
and chili peppers for added interest

• Cassie Brown is a world renowned expert on sugarcraft and 
cake decorating

• Lay-flat flexi binding

ISBN: 9781782214960 (TR FLEXI)

$24.95 / $29.95 CAN

8 ½ x 11 in,  144 pages

On Sale Date: 07/03/2018

First Print: 10,000

Publicity Plans

• Press reviews and features in sugarcraft magazines

• Feature projects in blogs with 10K community members

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and sites

• Marketing Plans

• Email campaigns for libraries, schools and craft stores

• Goodreads feature title





Stitched Textiles: Nature

• The latest title in the successful theme-based Stitched Textiles 
series

• Focusing on five main areas of the natural world: the ocean, 
rainforest, botany, birds and animals.

• Four beautiful step-by-step projects on a variety of themes to 
inspire the reader.

ISBN: 9781782214526 (TR)

$24.95 / $29.95 CAN

8 ½ 11 in, 128 pages

On Sale Date: 07/03/2018

First Print: 5,000

Publicity Plans

• Press reviews and features in sewing magazines

• Feature projects in sewing blogs with 15-50K community members

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and sites

Marketing Plans

• Email campaigns for libraries, schools and craft stores

• Goodreads feature title



“The must-have third title from the 
hugely successful Stitched Textiles 
series inspires and encourages textile 
artists, containing all information a 
novice needs to bring majestic birds to 
life with needle and thread. Techniques 
range from dyeing and piecing to 
embroidery and working with 
dissolvable fabrics which are 
accompanied by six step-by-step 
projects with expert advice, plus an 
inspirational gallery of vibrant and 
contemporary designs”. Sew, April 
2017



The Textile Artist:

Layered and Stitched Pictures
Using Free Machine Embroidery and Appliqué to Create 

Textile Art Inspired By Everyday Life

• Insight and guidance into Katie Essam's unique combination of 
techniques

• For all skill levels: clear instruction with simple beginnings and 
pages of inspiration for experienced textile artists

• Expert insights into appliqué and free motion embroidery

• Lay-flay flexi binding

ISBN: 9781782215134 (TR FLEXI)

$29.95 / $36.95 CAN

8  x 10 ¼ in, 128 pages

On Sale Date: 08/07/2018

First Print: 5,000

Publicity Plans

• Press reviews and features in sewing  and embroidery magazines

• Feature projects in sewing and embroidery blogs with 15- 50K 
community members

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and sites

Marketing Plans

• Email campaigns for libraries, schools and craft stores

• Goodreads feature title





Twenty to Knit:
Tiny Christmas Toys to Knit

• 20 cute and quirky patterns for tiny Christmas toys

• Quick and easy to make

• Ideal for using up your stash of yarn

• Series has sold over 2m copies worldwide

ISBN: 9781782215363 (TR)

$9.95 / $11.95 CAN

6 x 8 ½ in,  48 pages

On Sale Date: 08/07/2018

First Print: 5,000

Publicity Plans

• Press reviews and features in knitting and crochet magazines

• Feature projects in knitting and crochet blogs with 10-50K 
community members

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and sites

Marketing Plans

• Email campaigns for libraries, schools and craft stores

• Goodreads feature title





https://www.facebook.com/searchpress.north.america 

https://www.instagram.com/searchpress_na

https://twitter.com/SearchPressNA

For sales information and information about our change in distribution, to move over an 
account or create a new one please contact:

Robert Woodcock, Director of Sales  267 968 2981 robertw@searchpress.com

For marketing and publicity enquiries please contact:

Anne Woodcock, Director of Sales  215 715 3972 annew@searchpress.com

https://www.facebook.com/searchpress.north.america
http://www.instagram.com/searchpress_na
https://twitter.com/SearchPressNA
mailto:robertw@searchpress.com
mailto:annew@searchpress.com

